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Our core values are to approach work with pleasure, to deliver solutions with 
enthusiasm and maintain our vision statement that we are what we do.

Our mission is to create value for our clients through understanding of what is needed 
and an individual approach to every single project.

Rubber Duck is an end-to-end, innovative and custom software development company 
specializing in web design, mobile apps, tailored business platforms and consumer 
facing applications.

OVERVIEW 
ABOUT US, MISSION & CORE VALUES
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LOCATION 
OFFICES
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LOCATION 
CLIENTS
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< automotive />

< manufacturing and logistics />

< event management />

< financial services />

< payment processing />

< retail & consumer goods />

< technology and communications />

< education technology & publishing />

< media & entertainment />

MAIN BUSINESS 
AREAS / FOCUS
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We bring our expertise to different business areas, combining knowledge, latest 
technologies, and the brightest ideas in order to deliver high-performance services
if the following business areas:



HOW WE DO IT
AND WHAT
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Rubber Duck designs, builds and integrates custom digital platforms and 
enterprise software that helps the organizations engage customers, 
differentiate their brands, and generate profitable growth.

< web applications />

< custom software development />

< mobile app development />

< team dedication />



HOW WE DO IT
DEVELOPMENT
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< web applications />< web applications />

We are specialized in FinTech and part of our team is working on supporting leading 
companies in the industry which aim to digitalize their financial products. From a bank 
to an insurance company, from development to the entire architecture of future FinTech 
solution, we are capable and have the knowledge to do it all.

We are specialized in FinTech and part of our team is working on supporting leading 
companies in the industry which aim to digitalize their financial products. From a bank 
to an insurance company, from development to the entire architecture of future FinTech 
solution, we are capable and have the knowledge to do it all.

< mobile app development />

We develop award winning hybrid and native mobile applications for our clients. 
Our specialty is hybrid mobile applications that provide faster execution with more 
reach using less resources and easier maintainability with little to no downsides. 
Creating an app for your business has never been more simple and pleasureful.



HOW WE DO IT
DEVELOPMENT
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< custom software development />

< team dedication />

Rubber Duck's main business model is to dedicate developers or whole teams to a 
customer in need. We are checking the requirements and selecting the best solution 
for our customers. Whether they need just a single front-end developer helping them 
to finish their existing website or whole team, building architectures from scratch.

From time to time the requirements doesn’t fit in any pre-defined existing solution or the 
needs are so specific, that it will a be waste of time. So that’s why we are happy to help 
with custom solutions based on Javascript, PHP or other programming languages.
Rubber Duck is in love with custom software development!



client needs
and goals

functionalities and
features

modern and
rich UI / UX

client's new
tool

using cutting
edge tech

DISCOVER

DEFINE

DESIGN

DEVELOP
DELIVER

HOW WE DO IT
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
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WHY TO CHOOSE
RUBBER DUCK?
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skilled resources with various
technical skills

SKILLED DEVELOPERS

we genuinely care about every 
client. this drives us to provide
a blast of experience

FUN TO WORK WITH

by recommending best tech for
each solution we ensure overall
reduce in efforts and investment

HASSLE FREE

we select clients like they select us
- wanting only the best. this is the
only way we can provide it

COMMITED TO QUALITY
we support our clients from idea 
scratch to delivery & 24/7 maintenance

SUPPORT
we focus on customer goal
and use our expertise to
suggest what fits best

TECH SELECTION



OUR STACK
TECHNOLOGIES
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HTML, CSS, Sass, Less - essential part of each website, 
we can’t sleep until each pixel takes it’s place

Javascript, Typescript, jQuery - and many more libraries 
and plugins to implement the best UX/UI logic

React, Vue, Angular - we know the pros and cons of each 
framework, therefore we can help you choose 



OUR STACK
TECHNOLOGIES
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PhoneGap, Cordova, Ionic, React Native - hybrid apps 
give flexibility and consistency… one app to rule them all 

Symfony, Laravel, NodeJS - our BE stack is spread 
mainly accross the ones listed, but we are open to all JS 
or PHP frameworks, including custom 

Wordpress, Drupal - customised content management 
systems, which are easily managable are our speciality 



PROJECTS
CAT
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Marketing website representing 
the new line of boat engines that 
Caterpillar are launching to the 
yacht market.

Wordpress, SCSS, HTML5,
Javascript / jQuery,
Greensock



PROJECTS
CREATIVE BASTARDS
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Portfolio and services 
showcase website for a 
digital agency located in
the Netherlands.

WordPress, SCSS, HTML5,
Javascript / jQuery



PROJECTS
UVEL
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Complete jewelries business 
management system - 
CRM + cashier software + 
ecommerce website.

Laravel 5, SCSS, HTML5,
Javascript / jQuery,
PDF js



PROJECTS
BEC
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ICO website developed for an 
energy innovation oriented 
startup looking for investors 
through ICO/IPO.

Wordpress, SCSS, HTML5,
Javascript / jQuery,
Greensock, 
Snap SVG



PROJECTS
WEDDYPALCE
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Wedding planning made easy with 
this custom hybrid mobile app
for the German market.

Phonegap, Cordova,
SCSS, Javascript,
Ionic, Angular



PROJECTS
AIRSENSA
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ICO website developed for an 
enviromental organization
looking for investors through 
ICO/IPO. 

Wordpress, SCSS, HTML5
Javascript / jQuery



PROJECTS
GRANDES ALPES
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!ccommodation webportal for
the first hotel in the Courchevel
resort that includes booking 
management system.

Wordpress, SCSS, HTML5
Javascript / jQuery



SOME OF OUR
HAPPY CLIENTS
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS
THINK OF US
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< philip apaza, jack morton worldwide />

From the full team here at jack, we'd like to thank you for your efforts over these last 
months, specially in responding to the changing circumstances. We truly appreciate 
your diligent efforts and professionalism throughout. What I've seen is an amazing 
build and I really look forward to going live with this product.

< daniel koehler, weddyplace />

Really, it rarely happens in life that you immediately connect with people. You
helped us out incredibly in time of need. For that, for the incredible effort, for 
the fairness and dedication I will be forever thankful.



Thank you.

Yanitsa Domuschieva

yanitsa@rubberduck.xyz

00359 893 806 717


